Application
Instructions
Stain Barrier
What You Need:
Paint Roller

8’ Extension

Rubber Gloves

For Newly Constructed Vinyl Pools
STAIN BARRIER is applied to the pool rigid wall and bottom surfaces prior to installing the vinyl liner. Application of the
coating is best achieved by using a wide latex paint roller with an eight-foot handle. This formulation is water-soluble and
should be applied to dry pool wall and bottom surfaces. Do not attempt to apply when there is a possibility of rain either
immediately before or four hours after application of the coating. Do not apply if the temperature is below 40 degrees F.
Because of the roughness of most pool base surfaces the coverage of STAIN BARRIER is approximately 125 sq. feet per
gallon. An average 25,000 gallon pool should require approximately 10 gallons to cover the walls and bottom.
For best results use the following procedure to apply STAIN BARRIER:
1. Be Sure that all surfaces to be coated are dry.
2. Remove all loose debris clinging to the walls and bottom surfaces.
3. Fill any cracks in the wall and floor of the pool including where the wall and floor meet.
4. Stir STAIN BARRIER thoroughly before applying. Reduce with tap water as required.
5. STAIN BARRIER may be applied by either paint roller or airless spray. If airless spray technique is used the coating may
have to be thinned with water in order to apply the coating properly. A nose mask must be worn to avoid inhalation
which can cause irritation. If roller application is selected it is recommended that an eight-foot handle be used for ease of
application.
6. Apply a uniform coating over all surfaces below the water line of the pool.
7. Allow the coating to dry for approximately four (4) hours before installing the liner.
8. The pool vinyl liner may be installed when coating is dry.

Additional Preparation is required when replacing a Vinyl Liner
If a replacement liner is being installed in an old pool, all walls and bottom must be thoroughly cleaned of debris, algae and
groundwater stains removed. Any cracks or breaks in the wall and floor of the pool must be filled. It is advised that pool walls
and bottom be sterilized with liquid chlorine, thoroughly rinsed and dried prior to applying STAIN BARRIER. After cleaning
and sterilizing the walls, follow steps 1 through 8 above.
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